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Occam's razor, attributed to the fourteenth century
English philosopher William of Occam, states: “plurality
should not be assumed without necessity.” The machine
learning interpretation of Occam’s razor is that if two
models have the same performance on the training set,
choose the simpler. Decision tree learning widely uses
Occam’s razor. Popular decision tree generating
algorithms are based on information gain criterion which
inherently prefers shorter trees (Mitchel 1997).
Furthermore, decision tree pruning is common regardless
of the splitting criterion. Experiments suggest that shorter
trees indeed have better generalization accuracy (GA),
typically estimated by a validation set prediction
accuracy. However, some case studies show evidence
apparently against Occam’s razor. Recently, Webb (1996)
has built C4.5X, a version of C4.5 decision tree classifier
(Quinlan 1993) with a postprocessor, which adds more
nodes and branches to the tree generated by basic C4.5.
He showed that though C4.5 and C4.5X have identical
training set accuracies, the generalization accuracy over
some datasets is better for C4.5X. But Webb’s argument
is based on the traditional syntactic complexity measure
(number of nodes) of decision trees. In this paper, we
explore a non-syntactic measure of decision tree
complexity using the notion of Kolmogorov Complexity
(Kolmogorov 1965) and show that in this measure the
complexity of C4.5X tree is less than that of C4.5 tree on
average. Hence, according to our measure of complexity,
C4.5X does not violate Occam’s razor.
The Kolmogorov Complexity KU(X) of an object X
(typically represented by a binary string) is the shortest
possible description Imin (represented by another binary
string) of X under a fixed universal description method U.
We can think of each description method as a Turing
machine and each description as a program. When the
Turing machine executes its input program string, it
generates the object string as the output. Since the
Kolmogorov Complexity of the same object in two
different universal Turing machines is bounded by some
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constant independent of the object (Li & Vitanyi, 1997), it
is a measure of intrinsic complexity of the object, unlike
information theoretic complexity measures of an object’s
source (Shanon 1948). Hence, we can omit the subscript U
and simply write K(X). We can extend the definition above
from a single object to two or more objects by encoding the
set of objects into a single string in such a way so that the
machine can parse it into a set of description strings for the
individual objects (Li & Vitanyi, 1997). If the set of objects
is {X1, X2,…, Xk}, we denote the Kolmogorov Complexity
of this set by K(X1, X2,…, Xk).
If there are m independent attributes, we can represent
each instance as a point in an m-dimensional instance space.
Each test of attribute places a hyperplane in the instance
space parallel to that attribute axis. Thus a decision tree T
with k leaf nodes induces a partitioning of the instance
space into k blocks B1, B2,…, Bk, where block Bi is the set of
instances belonging to the leaf node i, i=1,2,…,k. The
hyperplanes placed by all the attribute-tests occurring along
the path from the root node to the leaf node i mark the
boundaries of the set of instances Bi. We define the
K-complexity of a decision tree T for a data set as
C(T)=K(B1, B2,…, Bk). Our measure is non-syntactic in the
sense that it does not consider the parameters of the model,
rather it considers the partitions of the instance space as
induced by the model.
The Kolmogorov complexity of an object is
incomputable. There are formal approximations using
bounded measures such as Levin Complexity (Zvonkin &
Levin 1970). In this paper, we employ the less formal
approach of using the length of the compressed object after
applying a fixed compression technique. Similar approach
has been adopted by the Kolmogorov Complexity
community for measuring similarity between strings
(Cilibrasi & Vitanyi 2003). We have concatenated the
blocks together with an additional newline character as a
delimiter between the instances of one block and those of
the next and then applied the Linux “compress” utility.
To compare with Webb’s result, we have used the same
experimental set-up as described in his paper (Webb 1996).
The result of our experiments on four datasets is
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Table 1: Comparison of Regular C4.5 and Webb’s C4.5X: “R” means regular C4.5 and “X” means Webb’s extended C4.5

summarized in Table 1. For all of these data sets, the more
syntactically complicated C4.5X tree returns better
predictive accuracy than the C4.5 tree. Except for Iris, the
Kolmogorov Complexity of the test set partitioning
averaged over 100 experiments (random divisions of the
data into training and test set) is less for C4.5X than for
regular C4.5. We define Occam’s razor as holding, if and
only if for two classifiers Ti and Tj, either C(Ti) C(Tj) and
GA(Ti) GA(Tj), or C(Ti) C(Tj) and GA(Ti) GA(Tj),
otherwise we say Occam’s razor fails. As the table shows,
out of 100 experiments, more than 70% support Occam’s
razor in all the datasets including Iris.
We have measured the complexity of partitioning on the
test set, rather than on the training set. This is so because
C4.5 and C4.5X produce the same partitioning on the
training set and both have the same training set accuracies.
However, our complexity measure is generic. We can also
measure the complexity based on partitioning on the
training set, when we are considering two different
decision tree generating algorithms having different
training set partitioning.
Our K-complexity measure of decision trees has two
potential applications. First, we can choose between two or
more decision trees based on the minimum complexity
criterion. Secondly, we can perform prediction on an
unknown test instance x as follows. Let {B1, B2,…, Bk} be
the partitioning of the training set. Let Ei = Bi ∪ {x} and
j = argmini=1,2,…,k{K(Ei) – K(Bi)}. We can set the class label
of x to be the most occurring class label amongst the
instances in block Bj, i.e. the block having the least
increase in complexity. We plan to further explore these
applications in our future work.
We also intend to compare MML/MDL approach with
our work. Traditional message length formulations of
decision tree learning were purely syntactic (Quinlan &
Rivest 1989, Wallace & Patrick 1992). However, recently

people have shown close relationship between MML/MDL
and Kolmogorov Complexity in general (Wallace & Dowe
1999, Vitanyi & Li 2000).
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